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History
Founded in 1992, Meteomodem is a French company
specialized in the field of the upper-air observation,
and more specifically in the domain of radiosounding.
Today, it is one of the top leading radiosonde
manufacturer and a major player in this specific
business. Meteomodem’s customer base is made up
of a large list of NMS (National Meteorological
Services) including Meteo-France among many
others but also international Research Institutes,
Universities
and
Laboratories,
Air
Traffic
Management authorities (like the ASECNA in Africa)
or again Military and Army corps. Currently around
130 Meteomodem systems (upper air stations) are
operated in more than 60 countries worldwide using
Meteomodem radiosondes on a daily basis (once or
twice per day). As a world reference in this specific
market of radiosounding Meteomodem is deeply
implicated in various radiosounding work groups like
the WMO/CIMO Expert teams OPAG’s Upper at the
WMO (World Meteorology Organization), the European Meteorology Service (EMS) or again the HMEI
association, who regroups a large number of
Meteorological Companies around the world.

In the current decade Meteomodem has
been diversifying and developping its activities
and skills to other domains of meteorology and
climatology for example by widening its
product range, we can mention the LOAC (Light
Optical Aerosol Counter) or again the BASTA
Cloud Radar.
Meteomodem cultivates its difference by its
particular
business
model,
promoting
innovation and cooperation with its customers
and partners, while ensuring flexibility and
proximity from the technical to the operational
and commercial aspect.
Meteomodem’s products are all “Made in
France”, a guarantee of quality. Meteomodem
is an exporting company; indeed, a significant
part of its turnover is made worldwide. Meteomodem is an active protagonist of the French
know-how exportation as a dynamic member
of Prometeo, a French association gathering
the top leading French manufacturers.
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New M20 Radiosonde
Once again, Meteomodem remains at the cutting edge technology with its new radiosonde.
Lighter and smaller, its 36 grams weight affords to forego the use of parachute.

LIGHTWEIGHT

MEASUREMENT

Ultra light radiosonde (36g).

High quality data for PTU and
wind.

ECONOMIC

BALLOON TRAIN

Save up to 20% of gas, no
parachute needed, reduced
transport costs.

Easier and faster to prepare :
no parachute, presence of a
fixing ring.

ECO FRIENDLY

ROBOTSONDE

Reduced environmental
impact (less batteries, less
polluting surface).

Compatible with our
automatic balloon launcher
system, the Robotsonde
(12 or 24 soundings capacity).

Compatible with the new Eoscan software

One single interface assuming all the functionalities of upper air
measurement from the data collection and analysis to the messages
generation and dissemination (WMO and Military). The operation is more
intuitive and the procedure has been designed with strong guidelines to
reduce possibilities of error.
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#Smaller,
#Lighter,
#Smarter !
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Robotsonde System
Since 2009, Meteomodem has introduced a new concept of affordable automatic balloon launcher for Upper-Air sounding. The
Robotsonde has been developped according to the following purposes:

SIMPLE

MORE EFFICIENT

Easy to operate and maintain.

Lower possibility of error and
wrong handling during preparation / launch phase.

OPTIMIZED

SECURIZED

Enhanced percentage of
successful soundings and
available data on GTS.

Increase security and safety
ensured when using
hydrogen.

MANAGEMENT

ECONOMIC

Facilitate staff management
during out of normal working
hours (night or week-end) or
in remote locations.

Reduce global running costs
through optimisation and
rationalisation
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Today, Meteomodem is proud to count more
than twenty Robotsonde systems deployed all
over the world. Field proven reliability and
robustness of our system in all climate
conditions, from cold polar climate to tropical or
even arid lands.
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Upper Air Measurement
M10 Radiosonde
Operated by numerous National Meteorological Services for their upper air station network, the
M10 is operated in more than 60 countries. The M10 allows transmission of PTU (Pressure,
Temperature, Humidity) and Wind data (speed and direction) in real time by radio telemetry. The
collected data are then analysed and processed by our software allowing the automatic generation
and transmission of WMO and Military Format messages. Pressure is calculated from the GNSS (GPS
and/or GLONASS) altitude (concept introduced by Meteomodem in the 90’s). This method is
recognized and recommended by the WMO. The M10 is currently in the process of GRUAN
certification, in cooperation with Meteo-France also committed for its Reunion Island and Trappes
sites.

SR10 Ground Station
The SR10 is the latest generation of Meteomodem radiosounding ground station. Designed to be compatible with all our sondes, the
SR10 receives and processes in real time PTU and Wind data transmitted via the sonde telemetry. The telemetry range covers more
than 350 km. The receiver works with two antennas (GNSS and radio). The “ground check” allows the calibration state of the sensors
but also the automatic configuration of frequencies. The data are then, analysed and processed by the software generating and sending WMO format (TEMP BUFR, BUFR HD, PILOT …) and Military Format messages.

Fixed system

Ruggedized system

Option : transportable version
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Upper Air Measurement
Dropsonde
The Meteomodem Dropsonde is based on the M10 technology, the Dropsonde allows atmospheric profiling from the level of the
aircraft (where it is dropped) until the ground, measuring PTU and Wind on the descent. The special design of the instrument
ensures the measurement and transmission of consistent and reliable high quality data in real time. The Dropsonde sounding system
consists in a radiosounding receiver fitted for aircraft constraints, a set of GPS and omnidirectional antennas and an associated
designed software.

Pilotsonde
Improve your high altitude wind measurements with the Pilotsonde. This tiny GPS radiosonde without Temperature and Humidity
sensors has been developped by Meteomodem in 2013. It is the new advanced technology alternative to theodolite optical devices
to perform Pilotsounding. No more troubles with ascent prediction and monitoring or even poor data quality, our reliable system
enables accurate and consistent automatic measurement of Wind Direction, Wind Speed, Pressure and Altitude. The Pilotsonde is
easily deployable in the field, its specific Pilot Station is powered directly by the USB port of the PC allowing measurement
continuity without interruption risks linked to a power failure.
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Environment and Climate
Ozone sensor
The Meteomodem ozone sounding solution system comprises an ENSCI-ECC ozone sensor and a M10 radiosonde. It is capable of
yielding highly accurate ozone measurement data (NILU format available). All the necessary interfacing circuitry including the pump
temperature sensor is factory assembled, calibrated and ready to be mounted on the ENSCI metallic frame.

Light Optical Aerosol Counter
The aerosols analysis in the troposphere and stratosphere is of major importance for the study of climate and air quality. The LOAC
instrument can be used to document the physical properties of aerosols in the lower and middle atmosphere during specific events
like pollution, transported sands, volcanic ashes, and for long-term monitoring. This modular OPC allows to provide a size distribution of the particles and an idea of their main nature (mineral, salt, water, ice, carbon …)

LOAC Telemetry

LOAC Recorder

The LOAC Recorder is the fixed version made up of a LOAC
sensor, a GPS and an embedded acquisition system.
Powered by the mains or by its internal rechargeable
battery. It can be used on surface, on a building rooftop, in
a tunnel or even mounted on a mast.

The LOAC Telemetry is the airborne measurement
version of the instrument. It is coupled to a M10
Radiosonde allowing data transmission in real time to
the receiver.

BASTA Cloud Radar
The BASTA is a FMCW (Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave) cloud radar (95GHz) dedicated to cloud and fog observation. The
BASTA uses a less powerful (0.5W) transmitter turning the solution more affordable than pulsed radars for the same rate of
performances.
The BASTA enables to obtain the vertical distribution of clouds and the hydrometeors sedimentation speed. Designed with several
operating modes allowing vertical resolutions from 12.5m to 100m. Each resolution corresponds to a field of study, the 12.5m
resolution is adapted to fog and precipitation studies, the 100m mode is much more fitted for high clouds observation (an
intermediary mode is also available). This innovative and brand new radar measures the reflected energy of the hydrometeors and
can be linked to the water content of the cloud. An option with a 3D positioner is now available to perform 3D scanning
horizontally (PPI) and/or vertically (RHI).

Licence UVSQ
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Contact Us
Rue de Bessonville – 77760 URY France
Tel : +33 160 74 74 60
Fax : +33 160 74 74 19
e-mail : modem@meteomodem.com
URL : www.meteomodem.com
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